Current biology suffers because a lot of important results go “unnoticed” in the vast sea of rapidly produced data. DI research can help facilitate new discoveries already implicit in our data. Challenges: realizing the implications of results for other aspects of biology, recognizing important unexpected results in genome-scale data that was not clearly related to the rationale of the experiment, adopting relevant novel methods from other domains, keeping up with a literature that grows at 2500 publications a day.  As disciplinary boundaries break down, an increasing proportion of the literature is relevant to everyone.  

The explosion of self-monitoring, “the quantified self” (e.g. of weight, exercise, cheap sensors of blood pressure, glucose) offers an opportunity to have really large impact, but there are real challenges in gathering, integrating, mapping to other resources (demographics, environmental exposure).  DI research can make science out the advent of mass phenotyping.

Current biology also suffers from inefficiencies. Decreasing the cost (in time, effort, money) of analysis is the best opportunity for increasing the efficiency of biological research.  The cost of storing the data and calculating basics is very cheap, the problem is the cost of interpretation, generating insights. The cost of biology is high, so dramatic improvements in efficiency mean that more biology can be done with existing resources.  Although the price of gathering data is plummeting, the price of analyzing it is either flat or increasing.  

Improving the Process
Facilitate the further move from genes to systems.  How to build explanatory narratives (moving to quantitative models) involving dozens or hundreds of genes at a time. Make tools that support a new generation of “systems” scientists who are more integrative and quantitative.  Success story: Euriqa is an example of making exploratory hypothesis generation in quantitative biology work better – program, look at these variables and help me find a quantitative relationship.
	In silico hypothesis testing / comparison against the broad, integrated knowledge. People cannot currently evaluate their models / hypotheses against sophisticated knowledge from neuroscience, immunology, cardiology, development, etc., nor see the potential consequences in other fields of their work.  If we solve the knowledge representation and “upload” problem, we can increase the quality and impact of biologists’ work.
	How can I have the information I need pushed to me, rather than having to search for it? DI to tell me interesting things from the recent literature (across different disciplines) based on what I am working on (my model, my model fragment, entities that are being worked on in my lab). Can some program integrate the information from all the lab notebooks from people in my lab, and go make suggestions about what recent literature we should read.  Be really accurate about what is relevant/interesting to me. New methods, results, models, data, blogposts(?), etc. could be interesting (giving me 50 things where only one of the top ten is good would be worthless).  An automated research colleague that tracks the literature for your research group.  Use it also to manage the research group’s activities?

Models and Data
Tools for evaluation of models against existing knowledge
Ask Jeeves that works: Question answering that addresses real problems of scientists (e.g what’s the best modeling technique for this sort of data?)
	Effective re-use of data.  Sharing right now works only for limited types of data (e.g. genomes, protein structures), but there is great potential to improve the utility of open data (self-describing; interfaces to explore, subset, recombine; metadata/models associated with data.  Have to do PDB-like things at much lower prices?
	Discovering things that matter to the individual (smart health, well-being) using DI.  Self-data collecting (sensors, glucose, bp, weight, exercise, neighborhood / weather / pollution / environmental etc.) at large scale.  Huge numbers of people, high time resolution.  Existing story: identify asthma attack risk based on garbage pickup schedule.  ER visits by geolocation (Jeffrey Brenner & Data Hero award). Multiple variables assayed in parallel, tied to public data feeds, have the potential to meld environment with detailed biological assays.
	Garage synthetic biology depends on informatics tools.  The instruments are getting cheaper, but the informatics to support this engineering work are not. Providing informatics could facilitate the growth of homebrew, and also perhaps provide early warning of dangers.

Social Aspects
For effective reuse: More classes of users have come on board to PDB, can we increase “garage” (or K12) uses? Where does data privacy fit?  How to share just the right amount of data to just the right people? Incentives for sharing?
	Understanding what drives adoption by scientists (not just bio) in the real world: Our experience suggests ubiquity, ease, interactivity, auto-provenance, connectivity with other tools (Processing, OneNote) drives adoption.  Identifying the factors that drive adoption by scientists, which are likely not the same as what drives adoption by the broad public, needs to be studied.

Other ideas about how biology could benefit from DI research

Biology is largely qualitative, facilitate quantitative studies
Facilitate selection of tools and resources to apply to a problem
Effective integrated reuse of data in repositories eg GEO.
Support for design of biological experiments and systems – synthetic biology
Creating systems that accurately support the visualization of complex  biological systems spatially and temporally
Support for multi-scale modeling – organ, tissue physiology
Across discipline interaction eg the impact of geochemistry on how we evolved
	Computational tools for investigating  evolutionary processes
Analyzing data feeds – sensors, smart phones etc.
End to end system for automated biological research – the robot scientist
Advancing  garage biology
Identifying conflicting assumptions between groups
Hypothesis futures – betting
Identifying understudied areas


